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Abstract. The article is devoted to formation of the definition “Goodwill” in Russian accounting practice
based on historical trends, regulations and standards. During the research the definition was explored from
legal stand point, were considered major milestones in its development and, as a result, it was concluded
that further development will be necessary due to acceptance of the International Financial Reporting
Standards on territory of Russian Federation. It compares experience of the United States and Russia in
regulation of the definition and its realization and recognition in financial reporting. As an economic
category goodwill have gone through development of the definition reputation to the leading indicator of
the company’s stability in merger and acquisition process. From this position, usage of goodwill in
consolidated financial reporting is crucial and requires development of the mechanisms for
implementation and guardianship of the intangible assets, its proper amortization and impairment.
Keywords: Goodwill, business reputation, intangible assets, accounting, financial reporting, international
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1 Introduction
In modern conditions of Global market relationships we quite often can meet forms of business which are combined
and consolidated. Due to the quickly developing technologies and growth of the distribution markets, combined
organizations expand their interests via mergers with new companies in different forms. In this case especially
important become formations of the consolidated reporting.

2 Problem Statement
The goal of this research is to identify general aspects in defining the goodwill in mergers and its presentation in
reporting based on current Russian and international regulations. While the regulations are still in its development stage
there are some differences based on the country and the size of the consolidated companies.
Chosen for the research topic is widely discussed and interested for Russian accounting society. As it has been
noticed, formation of the standards of the modern accounting most of the time comes from practice and necessities of
the ways the business is conducted. Even quickly changing regulations not always respond to the questions that are
solved in practice. Quite often resolution of such questions in practice is based on the innovative methodologies and
practical developments with account to the specifics of the company or field.
Modern Russian accounting tends to consider, adopt and introduce international practice. In this case, development
of theoretical and legal basis for correct recognition and reflection of the finance and economic operations is necessary.
Essential theoretical work of the topic is presented in educational and methodical materials which consider general
positions of the international standards for financial reporting (IFRS).

3 Research Questions
The main research question is to identify and define the basis of recognition for goodwill in consolidated financial
reporting based on experience of two countries, Russia and the USA. Consideration of development of goodwill as an
economical category and its evolution throughout different accounting regulations and basic requirement for the
economic element are to be recognized in financial reporting. Thereby gathering of such experience will give us basis to
make conclusions about the usage of this category in financial analysis and practicality of its usage in financial
reporting in general.

4 Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is to emphasise the importance of goodwill as economic category and its recognition in
financial reporting, explorer problems of its identification and regulation. Goodwill is a guarantee of stability and
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positive synergy of the company to generate positive cash flow. Article offers to consider international experience of
accounting treatment of the definition and summarizes it with the emphases fundamental components of goodwill and
its types.

5 Research Methods
Methodology of the conducted research is not limited to one or two techniques, but is performed with the complex
of methods. During the study integral role is played by the interpretation of the information of about business entity as a
whole, performed observation of the changes of social-economical connections, methods of gathering, interpretation
and analysis of the information, reasoning of the selections are related to the particular events and within the topic of the
study. The sources of the information involved into the study include but are not limited to Russian Federation
regulations in accounting field, The United States accounting standards, international standards accepted on the territory
of Russian Federation.

6 Findings
Historically the term goodwill is not used in Russia. Even FZ N 402-FZ «About accounting» or N 208-FZ "About
consolidated financial reporting", where the object of accounting is named as an entity, there is no reference to this term
[1, 2]. Among the factors of the business relationship are “deals influencing financial position of the entity, financial
results of its activity and cash flow” (article 3, part 8) [2]. Thus, deals of purchase of the company or its part are a fact
of the entities economical activity and have to be accounted for. Special attention we should pay to the company’s
opportunity to form its own accounting policies, it allows company to bring in new line items, including goodwill
(article 8, part 2) [2].
Literature review on business valuation topic have shown that just a few fundamental publication were devoted to it.
Special attention was paid to the article written by S.A. Kuzubov [3], which has a description of the history of the
definition and goodwill as part of business. Another work is devoted to the history of the definition as well as different
methods of it accounting and presentation in reporting [4].
Few other interesting articles were written by the American economists and researchers in accounting field, these
articles are based on statistical data. Among those authors are S.L. Henning et al. [5-7], L.T. Johnson & K.R. Petrone
[8]. These researchers have explored the definitions goodwill, its components, relationship and changes of economic
indicators based on goodwill. Among modern Russian periodic publications we should emphasis work of V.I. Kolosova
and T.Y. Vavilicheva who have researched legal side of the definition goodwill in terms of civil and criminal law [9].
The constrain in application of the international consolidation practice is the absents of the tax regulation in Russia
which would of recognize goodwill. According to Russian tax code such position would artificially increase value of
capital and lower financial results. Thus, research of the international practice in goodwill treatment and its economic
influence on company’s financial position is very important for current development of Russian accounting and tax
practice.
Goodwill is a result of the investors wish to receive income from the companies they invest into. One of the
goodwill definitions given centuries back concludes that "Goodwill as asset represents advantage, arisen based on
possibility that clients will be visiting the business often, that it depends on the firm’s reputation; goodwill includes
advantage given to the owner to be presented as is; and that the value of the business depends on the business
connections; goodwill received during the purchase of the business includes right to use these connections" [10]. The
author highlights that demand to the definition of goodwill have arisen with the growth and development of stock
companies in the beginning of XX century. This caused the need and influenced recognition of goodwill in financial
reporting. British company’s act of 1900 required each prospect to announce the price of goodwill separately if it should
have been required to acquire it from the price paid for the acquisition of stock subscription.
Formation of the goodwill definition was happening in parallel to the property rights. While studying historical
experience, it worth to point that in the USA in 1917 for the first time legally was allowed during the acquisition of the
company to pay for stock without full amount for its price. Thus, companies had to account for the difference between
market price of the stock and amount paid for goodwill. Despite of differences in defining goodwill, this term is at the
center of accounting discussions since 1874.
For Russia enactment of the International declaration of human right has become a pivotal point in formation of
goodwill definition. Considering that in Russian the course of harmonization of accounting standards with the
international is taken place, some changes in this direction were made and will continue to happen. Starting from 2007
business reputation became an intangible asset, recognized as a result of the company’s purchase and should be
amortized within 20 year period [11]. Goodwill as economical category is starting to be accepted by the accountants in
Russia. Modern definitions explain this economic category as a difference between prices paid for excessive income
(excessive income is a difference between income of the acquired assets and normal income received form a similar
asset). Thus, we can see connection between goodwill and income of the company [12].
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IFRS 3 stated that implementation of the accounting principles in acquisition can lead to recognition of some assets
and liabilities which were not recognized before in financial reporting [13]. Examples of such assets could be acquired
and earlier not recognized name of the brand, patents and client relationship. Thus, those are the assets which were
created and developed internally before the acquisition deal and were expensed in financial reporting prior (part 32).
Out of the definition from the International standard we can conclude that company usually cost more than its real
value. There is no definition of goodwill in Russian regulations. However, there is a term business reputation used in
regulations without its clearly expressed definition. Therefore, business reputation is very similar to goodwill and
defined as excess of the company’s cost based on its ability to generate higher profit due to the efficient management
system and usage of new technologies.
However we should always remember that in accordance with the international standards business reputation is one
of the parts of goodwill. In Article 152 of the Civil Code of Russian Federation (further CC RF) mentions business
reputation but does not define for purposes of accounting system [14]. There is an opinion that recognition of goodwill
will require adjustments in definition of reputation, development of definition for goodwill and admission of it as a part
of property relationship and clearly identify the consistence of goodwill as intangible asset. In accordance with the
articles 1027-1040 CC RF, business reputation can be transferred from one party to another based on agreement during
the period identified by this agreement and can be part of the investment article 1042 (par.1,2) CC RF [14].
In Russia we still have valid national standards which assume business reputation in accounting in purchase of the
company, existence of the positive and negative business reputation and its amortization within 20 years period [11]. In
accordance with №208-FZ consolidated reporting should be prepared based on rule of IFRS (part 3, subpart 1). It means
that goodwill should be accounted for in accordance with the international rules as well [13].
Currently Order of RusStat 31.05.2018 N 334 "About approval of official statistical methodology to build the
balance of assets and liabilities and accounts for gathering national information about contracts, rental agreements,
licenses, goodwill and marketing assets" has enacted form 11-НА, which requires business entities present information
to the statistics governmental body [15]. Such reports should be presented not later than 30 th of June each year
following the reporting year. In this case the statistics entities will be gathering such information annually including all
the renewed agreements and newly signed. Such statistical form will give government access to the internal corporate
information, including the amounts of the contracts licenses to perform certain type of activities. Accountability of this
sort brings intangible assets to strong regulation.
Goodwill can be divide into three types: first related to business – institutional, second professional and third
personal [16]. Each category differs by the origin of the source of goodwill. Such differentiation does not influence its
evaluation. First category covers institutional goodwill, which included by the commercial and industrial companies.
Second type includes two components: human and entity. The first component is based on skills, education, reputation,
practice of the professional. Business component covers all the things related to it: its location, reputation, longevity,
production assets, operational procedures. The most controversial in valuation of goodwill is to identify who owns and
what part. Such question quite often appears when during the legal procedures between the spouses, between the stock
holders and etc. Professionals of the accounting and financial reporting field sometimes evaluate the components
separately. The last type of goodwill, personal, is related to the celebrities, such as sportsman, movie stars. Such
goodwill is being evaluated based on the skills and abilities of the people who hold it. As it could be noticed transfer of
such goodwill could be difficult due to inseparability of it from the barer.
In order to identify if goodwill is related to the company or can be valued separately few factors should be
considered: 1) If the person makes all the decisions related to business, 2) functioning of the business is inseparable
from the person, 3) success of the company is directly related to the specific person. As it was identified, during
development of the company, especially movement form the middle size company to a bigger one, shift in goodwill can
be observed from personal goodwill to professional goodwill [16].
In order to understand the importance of goodwill we should learn the history of the international practice and
standards regulating recognition and reporting of this economic category. History of American practice has pointed out
three main methods of handling goodwill. The first one prescribes that goodwill should be expensed immediately, as
any other expenses of the company from the company’s income. Next method places goodwill as a regular asset of the
company and amortize it over period of its usage (ARB 17 – 40 years), the amortized amounts should be allocated to
the period when the benefit was received. Previous American standards regulated accounting practice relied on this
position. These standards (Accounting Principles Board (APB) Opinion No.16, 17) required to use linear method of
amortization during 40 year period [17-19]. The last method of goodwill treatment assumes that it is recognized during
the M&A deal and capitalized with testing for impairment in the periods after the deal. Internal goodwill in this case is
written off as expense immediately.
One of the fundamental researches about goodwill was written by representatives of FASB T.L. Johnson and K.R.
Petrone in 1998 [8]. FASB considered possibility of recognition of goodwill in accounting practice as asset. Performed
research was conducted during development of the new American standard for business combinations. At that time it
was acceptable to recognize goodwill in M&A deals and amortize it after it within 40 years but really was not clearly
upholding this regulation. In practice most of the companies were not recognizing goodwill and were not amortizing it.
This question was not only crucial but had a political implication as well because a percentage from the acquisition
price assigned to goodwill is relatively high and was influencing tax basis. While considering the concept of goodwill
FASB came to an opinion that goodwill is an asset because it has all major characteristics of the asset.
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Considered methods to identify goodwill were emphasized including the fact that it is inseparable from the asset and
related to the expectations of the potential buyer to receive benefit from the asset after the conclusion of the deal.
Secondly, the components of goodwill are identifiable and do have value for the purchaser. As it was offered by one of
the American standards, goodwill should have been calculated as a residual value of the asset. Three main types of
components include: continuation of the business, synergy and residual. Each of these components is important for
successful business operations and its stability. Components necessary for continuity of business are based on the ability
of the assets to produce higher income then these assets would produce separately. Components of synergy are
generated and unique for each company such as corporate culture, spirit of the company, team building. Residual
components are accounted for as a result of mistakes in valuation of assets, reevaluation, and undervaluation and via
presents of unrecognized assets. Such components often included into goodwill, but in reality they do not have any
reason behind to be recognized in any fashion as assets. Core of goodwill includes three general characteristics of asset
as category. It generates future economic effect received as a result of past events and is controlled by the acquiring
company. As it was notices in this research, the fact that it is generating economic benefit, the asset cannot be
exchanged separately or used as a payment for liabilities. Indirect income and less certain economical benefits are often
discussed by the professionals in accounting field.
When we talk about goodwill as economic category we should remember about structure and basics of accounting
principles. Goodwill with regards to its origin follows to the basic principle for the line item being recognized in the
reporting just partially. Thus, in accordance to IAS 38 internally developed goodwill is not recognized as an asset (part
48) [20], even if it does follow the principle of recognition. For example, expenses for development of the company are
related to the current expenses and recognized in profit and loss statement (income statement) without influence to
creation of the additional goodwill. Goodwill is not appearing during the signing of the contract or implementation of
the legal obligations, is not controlled by the company and cannot be measured by the purchase price. In agreement with
IFRS and GAAP goodwill is a special category which is not amortized but tested regularly (annually) for impairment.
In American practice goodwill is accounted and presented in accordance with ASC 350 Intangibles – Goodwill and
Other [21]. Comparing with Russian accounting practice American regulatory practice historically use goodwill as
integral part of the balance sheet in operations of merger and acquisition. Starting from July 2001 SFAS No. 142 and
141 were enacted and all acquisitions (mergers and acquisitions deals) were supposed to be accounted as purchase and
goodwill should be recognized as part of the price [21-24].

7 Conclusion
Advanced study of practical and economical side of goodwill will allow us to identify possible ways to recognize
and report goodwill in financial documents. In further publications we will perform analysis of the practice based on
actual financial reporting.
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